Gravissimum Educationis,
4 offers a seven point plan as a supportive template for intercultural approaches to education. 5 While the title of the document asserts (or so it seems) that so-called intercultural dialogue leads to social harmony, it remains necessary to engage critically with the nuances of this powerful proposition. Only then can we begin to make sense of what seems to be a radical shift in the aims of Catholic education.
In recognition of this evolving context, the present article begins with some general observations on the nature of Catholic culture in education. Two principal arguments are then proposed. First, the development of processes for purposeful intercultural dialogue must be predicated on a mature understanding of one's own faith tradition. Second, the authentic formation of Catholic teachers in their own religious tradition is essential for the success of the intercultural enterprise. Two keys to this formational process are then proposed: the importance of liturgical formation and an active love of the Church's educational tradition.
Catholic Culture in Education
A systematic reading of Educating to Intercultural Dialogue makes it clear that the commitment to intercultural dialogue cannot be interpreted as a cipher for a weakening of Catholic identity. On the contrary, the Catholic school remains called to exemplify in its mission an authentic Catholic culture. 6 How can this be done? The Church must approach all forms of dialogue from a position of strength and confidence in its own worthy philosophical, theological, and educational traditions. A commitment to dialogue is not a position of relative weakness aimed simply at gathering some meagre crumbs from the unsympathetic table of secularism. Furthermore, it goes without saying that, given the plural context in which Catholic schools normally find themselves today, the tone of any debate on what is understood by Catholic culture and its relationship to education and evangelization requires forms of language and imagery that are positive and welcoming. The starting point is to see how the Catholic mind can illuminate the debate. This intellectual tradition is, as Muldoon rightly argued, "an intellectual tradition in service to the human family and as such it is motivated by love." 7 While there are competing visions of how best to define terms like "Catholic intellectual tradition," agreement that it does indeed exist is a step forward. 8 Three points naturally flow from this. First, an authentic understanding of the implications of the term "Catholic culture" must move beyond a simplistic view of culture as something "out there" to which the Church has to respond. Catholic culture is better defined as a manifestation of embodied religion as it must flow from, and remain united to, a distinct Catholic worldview. 9 It is fully bound up with the reality of the Incarnation and a Catholic sacramental imagination as shown in the many ways in which the members of the Church live their faith amidst the pots and pans of daily life. 10 Hence, Catholic culture is a necessary corrective to some contemporary understandings of spirituality that, uninten tionally or otherwise, lessen the importance of the material and the tangible. 11 In essence, Catholic culture flows from the liturgy-it can have no higher source-and traditionally has found expression in architecture, music, literature, and art. These well-trodden pathways to beauty manifest in concrete terms the reality of the Christian dogma of the Incarnation. This position is close to Roger Scruton's definition of culture as "high arts-the accumulation of art, literature and humane reflection that has stood the 'test of time."' 12 Scruton's definition, however, is only partially compatible with a Catholic understanding of culture. All aspects of life, not just the high arts as defined above, are ways in which a Catholic culture reveals itself. While this includes an appreciation of the work of esteemed figures such as Fra' Angelico and Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina-themselves correctly identified as examples of Catholic culture-we must apportion value to what seem to be more prosaic cultural manifestations viz how we observe Sundays and feast days and striving for excellence in our daily work, no matter how insignificant a particular task may be. 13 Second, Catholic culture, broadly understood, emerges from an encounter with the Gospel of Jesus Christ. As the Gospel is the message of God's love for humanity, there is no space for those driven by a desire take part in so-called culture wars-the term often employed by those who see the mission of the contemporary Church in quasi-militaristic terms as a succession of battles fought from the safety of deep and impenetrable doctrinal trenches. 14 Rather, an attachment to a genuine Catholic worldview is a public commitment to rebuild the foundations of society, wounded as they often are by rationalism and relativism in all its guises, by revisiting the sources that provide this cultural energy. 15 Of course, such expressions of authentic Catholic culture will often run counter to fashionable and allegedly progressive understandings of the place of the human person in society and, therefore, be seen by some as a cluster of backward and fideistic manifestations of beliefs best confined to history books. Nonetheless, an appropriate response to these widespread challenges is to seek some common ground with those attached to other worldviews. Pope Benedict XVI's "Courtyard of the Gentiles" initiative, designed to reach out to proponents of atheism, is a timely example of the need for the Church to move beyond the limitations of operating within circumscribed zones of activity. 16 Third, a rediscovery of the notion of the Catholic mind can help us to navigate a path through the contested areas of culture and worldviews. 17 Indeed, at the heart of the Catholic mind is a recognition of the importance of dialogue between the Church and wider intellectual and religious movements. This powerful image implies a total immersion in the long-standing Catholic intellectual tradition as expressed in, for example, the faith-reason partnership and the mystery of God incarnate. 18 Therein we find openness to new ideas and insights on all aspects of Church life that are then assessed on how well they develop and build on the doctrinal and cultural foundations we have inherited.
Vatican II, as has been well established, endorsed the principle of dialogue with members of other religions. 19 As the Church strives to find common ground with adherents of such traditions, it encounters neither an empty paganism nor a soulless relativism but communities with their own historical and cultural legacies rooted in a committed search for meaning and wisdom. Christians are called to see the hand of God working in and through these diverse expressions of life and belief. 20 The success worldwide of Catholic schools in attracting people of all faiths and none has, paradoxically, brought about a situation in which the reality of interculturalism in the life of the school has played no small part in a reframing of Church teaching on the identity and related mission of the Catholic school. It is in this vibrant interplay between faith and culture that I will now attempt to shed light on what is understood as an intercultural approach to Catholic education.
Catholic Education: Fostering an Intercultural Approach
A well-developed understanding of the rich educational traditions of Catholicism is an essential sign of a readiness to engage in meaningful intercultural dialogue in the school. If the Catholic mind is not permeating the life of the school through the lived experience of the staff and students-that is, not fully or even partially embodiedhow can the school as so configured truly act as a site of intercultural dialogue? This apparent obstacle seems to limit the possibilities of fruitful dialogue. If one side to the discussion lacks an informed sense of identity, the dialogue is increasingly endangered to the point of desuetude, with intercultural dialogue becoming no more than an inclusive phrase with little impact on the daily life of the school.
The heart of intercultural dialogue lies in a sophisticated understanding of Catholic religious education. The concept of the Catholic school as a site of intercultural dialogue has evolved in parallel, it seems, to the Church's teaching on the necessary complementarity between traditional forms of catechesis and the school-based religious education curriculum. 21 This is a legitimate development of the traditional faith-formational aspect of Catholic education in which initiation into sacramental practice through catecheticallyinspired programs of religious education was regarded as one of the principal aims of Catholic schooling. 22 The focus in magisterial documents on religious education as the principal channel for knowledge about Christianity's identity and Christian life can be interpreted as an important marker of a reimagining of the Catholic school as site of intercultural dialogue. 23 Indeed, it is a sign that openness to a deepening of the religious inheritance of Catholic young people is a first step toward a genuine appreciation of plurality.
The arrival of intercultural dialogue as a principal theme of Catholic education might be interpreted as a radical departure from cherished models of Catholic schooling. Recent magisterial documents on Catholic education have proposed a gradual but clearly delineated shift in understanding regarding the role of the Catholic school vis-à-vis its relationship with wider culture. 24 If culture, then, is understood as the embodiment of religion and religious worldviews, with due regard for the limitations of this definition for those not attached to any religious tradition, we need to consider what this powerful image means for the Catholic school as a place of intercultural dialogue.
The Christian Gospel, far from being a private code of conduct for the elect, is a call to develop a dynamic relationship with Jesus Christ. A church that lacks confidence in its message and is weak in its missionary endeavors has lost sight of the universality of the Gospel. 25 If the Church professes God as the creator and Jesus as the redeemer of all, then the life of the Church must be open to every possible means of proclaiming this message.
In the context of an educational community, the term "Catholic culture" has two principal concerns for its operation: 1) how Catholic students encounter the wider implications for life of the Catholic faith tradition; and 2) how the Catholic school community works with ideas and people from other religious and philosophical traditions.
All sites of Catholic education are both ecclesial and civic institutions where the Catholic faith interacts with the pluralism of contemporary society. This encounter, properly understood, is an opportunity to foster a constructive dialogue with those who are not of the Catholic tradition on how to promote "the development of human potential." 26 The notion of encounter is an articulation of Vatican II's commitment to dialogue. Woven through Gravissimum Educationis and the successor documents issued by the Congregation for Catholic Education is a distinct recognition of the Catholic school as the interface between a Catholic worldview and a society with an increasingly fragile anthropological vision. 27 Crucially, Gravissimum Educationis saw the school as a place of encounter between "Church and mankind," which was of mutual benefit. 28 This proposition seemed to move beyond any notion of the Catholic school as the primary agent of catechetical formation. In this respect, Gravissimum Educationis was aligned with the wider concerns of the Council to commit to dialogue with the world.
Of course, it would be easy to dismiss the delicate balancing act between the Catholic school's commitment to dialogue with the other and the requirement to foster a dedicated sense of Catholic culture as an inevitable weakening of the fabric of Catholic education. Nonetheless, there is a much more subtle interpretation available to us: while the Church increasingly uses the language of a new evangelization of secular society, the initial steps in this process might come about from less explicit forms of proclamation. In this line of thinking, the invitation to dialogue is a form of "pre-evangelization" precisely because a stated commitment to intercultural dialogue is in itself a manifestation of a robust, not a diluted, Catholic identity. This is where the energy emanating from the new evangelization has the potential to strengthen the Catholic school's approach to knowledge and understanding of the Catholic tradition. 29 In essence, the proclamation of the Gospel and dialogue with other religions, while not on the same level, are complementary pathways: in other words, authentic dialogue is a form of apostolate. 30 As the reach of Catholic schools goes far beyond the children of Catholic families, it is uniquely placed to act as the medium whereby the Gospel irrigates the arid soil of secular pluralism. Building on the initiatives in this field of Benedict, Pope Francis has in turn encouraged an explicit culture of encounter between the Catholic tradition and the plural society. 31 The notion of encounter in this context is an invitation to go beyond what is familiar and comfortable in order to seek, find, and embrace that which is not (fully) known to us. Clearly, misunderstandings loom if this new direction is understood as a form of moral relativism that loosens the perceived theological restrictions arising from attachment to dogma. In educational terms, to be clear, this position is manifested in an understanding of the Catholic school as the locus of allegedly more progressive attitudes where "dissent" from traditional teaching is encouraged as a mark of an intellectually-enlightened independence. 32 While caution is needed to avoid such excesses, there remains a need for audacity and courage in the proclamation of intercultural dialogue as a central feature of Catholic education.
To conclude this section, the proposed intercultural approach to Catholic education, radical as it is, requires some form of pastoral theology as a supportive structure for teachers and school leaders involved in this mission. There can be little doubt that school leaders more generally struggle to meet the demands and expectations placed upon them by parents and governments. In particular, the "educational emergency" diagnosed by Benedict is a manifestation of the triumph of rationalism allied to an increasingly aggressive secularism. 33 For Benedict, education in the developed world has been reshaped as a state-driven process designed to nurture a set of values deemed essential to the operation of a liberal secular democracy. The cost of this shift in expectation is seen in a growing suspicion to the existence of religious schools and the desire to tighten state control of Catholic schools where they continue to exist. 34 Allied to these externally driven requirements, additional pressure comes from those within the Catholic system who seem unaware of the demands of Catholic education and the role it is asked to play in the life of the Church. Given this double-edged squeeze on the life of the Catholic school, careful thought needs to be given to the formation of those charged with teaching in and leading contemporary Catholic schools. 35 
Formation of Teachers for Intercultural Dialogue
The worldwide corps of Catholic teachers is made up of an obviously diverse group of professionals who share a common purpose in their calling to serve the mission of Catholic education. As a body of culturally differentiated Catholics, they are a sign of the unityin-diversity that marks an authentic Catholic spirit. In this context, serious consideration must be given to establishing some universal norms for Catholic teacher formation processes that can then be shaped to meet the particular local demands arising across the globe.
A brief historical analogy will shed some light on how best to do this. The famous Subiaco Address by the then Cardinal Ratzinger in 2005 ended with a powerful reflection on how St. Benedict of Nursia withdrew to the harsh solitude of Subiaco before settling on Monte Cassino, a hill south of Rome. From this vantage point, this fledgling community of monks illuminated the continent of Europe with the fruits of their learning. 36 Clearly, the solitude of Subiaco offered Benedict the necessary intellectual space that allowed him to think through his plans. This period of reflection underpinned the subsequent evangelizing mission of the first Benedictine monks. In short, good formation informed action.
Catholic educators are called to appreciate and learn from the famed Benedictine union of learning and service of which they are the inheritors. It follows that effective and meaningful intercultural dialogue in Catholic education requires teachers and school leaders who have been afforded the opportunity to familiarize themselves with the contours of their own religious tradition. The proper intel-lectual and pastoral formation of this group is essential to the "new evangelization" and the related task of intercultural dialogue. Richard Rymarz's diagnosis and analysis of diminishing levels of religious commitment in younger Catholics brings to the fore the personnel challenges facing Catholic schools in the years ahead. In concrete terms, he asks the question: "Who will Labor in the vineyard?"
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While the question of teacher recruitment is a wider and increasingly challenging issue, all those with an interest in Catholic education must ensure that prospective teachers are afforded suitable opportunities to learn from and become immersed in the rich wellsprings of the Catholic mind.
Paragraph 8 of Gravissimum Educationis underlined the importance of holistic formation for Catholic teachers, a theme often repeated in the post-Vatican II magisterial teachings on education.
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As such, it is vital to offer current and prospective Catholic teachers the knowledge and skills necessary to engage in dialogue with people of other religions and cultures. Crucially, the effectiveness of this dialogue is conditional, as noted above, on teachers' confidence in their own religious tradition.
Educating to Intercultural Dialogue, unsurprisingly, reiterates previous magisterial calls for teachers to have appropriate cultural and pedagogical formation. 39 Given the many expectations invested in Catholic teachers, some serious thought should be given as to how the theological and cultural inheritance of Catholic education can be passed on to the new generations. I now propose two formative keys as essential markers of a robust Catholic teacher formation process. Both keys are offered as the starting point for what should be a wideranging debate on the most appropriate way to form those who aspire to teach in Catholic schools.
First Key: Liturgical Formation
As noted above, Catholic school teaching, especially (but not exclusively) in the subject of religious education, is complementary to the worthy mission of catechesis. As both initiatives must be rooted in an informed Catholic worldview, Catholic teachers, like their fellow catechists, must breathe freely the liturgical air of the Church. It is the proper celebration of the liturgy that acts as the summit and source of all aspects of Christian life, underpins the mission of Catholic education and, by extension, all formation processes for prospective teachers. In this context, it is important to explore how the liturgy offers a framework for authentic faith development for prospective teachers.
Liturgy, properly understood, is a turn toward the "other" (i.e., the Trinity) and a rejection of self-centeredness. The importance of liturgy to the Catholic mind is reflected in the status of Sacrosanctum Concilium-Vatican II's Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy-as a foundation document for the work of the Council. In a sense, Sacrosanctum Concilium continued the work of the pre-existing liturgical movement and allowed this burst of reforming energy, rooted in the ideals of ressourcement, to flow into the work of the Council. 40 It reminds us that the liturgy is "the primary and indispensable source from which the faithful are to derive the true Christian spirit" and that it is the role of "pastors of souls" (i.e., bishops and priests) to ensure that the people receive suitable liturgical formation. 41 Liturgy is neither a construct of the community nor an event dependent upon the human qualities of the celebrant but a truly Trinitarian action that looks beyond the circle of the worshiping community. In liturgy, we do not celebrate our talents and gifts but give thanks to God for these selfsame talents and gifts. To illustrate this point, Joseph Ratzinger offers an interesting, if deeply challenging, insight into the Old Testament story of the golden calf. This event represents, he argues, a community that is closed in on itself with worship of each other and not of God. 42 It is not too hard to discern the image of the golden calf in education today, especially in the constant focus on the self and the lauding of individual achievements to an excessive degree that permeates many aspects of contemporary Western education. 43 Christian life is underpinned and nourished by the graces offered by the public worship of the Church. The liturgical year is, for example, a symbol-rich roadmap guiding us through the connected mysteries of Christianity and is, without question, a vital formation syllabus for all the baptized. 44 The concatenation of fasts and feasts mirrors the human experience of sadness and joy yet it is always orientated toward the ultimate joy of the Resurrection. 45 Catholic education is similarly inspired by grace. In liturgy, the worshiping community is actively participating in the Mass through a deep and undistracted (as far as possible) spiritual engagement with the mysteries being celebrated. This is far from mere spectating: the Spanish term oir misa (literally "to hear Mass") is particularly unhelpful in developing a nuanced understanding of participation.
The specific call for the pastors of souls to commit fully to the pastoral implications of the liturgical life of the Church can also be applied to the work of the Catholic teacher as it is often the teacher who acts as intermediary between the liturgical life of the Church and the daily life of the students in the Catholic school. The (lay) teacher, as educator and catechist, lives a distinct vocation that is continually energized by the grace offered in the liturgy. 46 Crucially, on the teachers' shoulders lies the responsibility of passing on the Church's desire to sanctify time by means of a succession of the structure of the liturgical year. This is a natural consequence of the poignant demographic and pastoral reality of the Catholic school being, in many cases, the sole point of contact between young people and the life of the Church.
A study of the educational thought of St. Augustine of Hippo can help us to reconcile the primacy of grace, the importance of liturgical formation, and the shape of Catholic thought on education. For Augustine, real learning comes from the student's encounter with Christ. 47 Following this line of thought, to teach is to indicate a direction of travel, to smooth or remove barriers to learning, and to offer advice based on the teacher's knowledge and wisdom. Educators must point explicitly toward God (i. e., away from themselves) as source of all knowledge. If we see liturgy as a window through which divine grace shines, then formation becomes a process of responding to the grace freely offered therein.
Drawing on the important historical work of Odd Magne Bakke and Josef Jungmann, we see that catechetical processes in the early and medieval Church were grounded in families' participation in the liturgy and the wider life of the community. 48 Despite later catechetical developments such as the catechism, liturgical formation continues to offer a dynamic blend of cognitive and affective development by means of the rituals, stories, songs, and prayers that make up the liturgical cycle. This revival of interest in "cult" is designed to foster in turn a renewed understanding of what we understand by culture. 49 Nonetheless, liturgical formation cannot be reduced to seeing the celebration of the sacred mysteries simply as a succession of pedagogical moments or explicit teaching points. The interplay between beauty and mystery ensures that the liturgy has no space for superficiality, banality, and self-centeredness. 50 This call to beauty and harmony is the well-watered seed from which the fruits of a good life grow. 51 A successful Catholic educational system, one underpinned by authentic liturgical formation, must draw more on a deeper and more contemplative set of pedagogical principles that sees success as the formation of good human beings who strive to live the call to holiness. As already noted above, Catholic education is inspired by beauty. The order of creation is itself a thing of beauty and the liturgy is in turn an act of beauty in which praise of God is central. Authentic liturgical formation takes our mind away from an overburdening attachment to trifles and concerns toward the refreshing light of grace.
The various educational programs available in centers of Catholic education are the means of evangelization of culture and hence require teachers who are prepared for this mission. 52 To be liturgically formed is to be ready to be part of the community of Catholic educators and thinkers who have nourished the life of the Church throughout the centuries. Some thought will now be given to how to strengthen the identity of the worldwide community of Catholic teachers.
Second Key: Teachers "Loving the Tradition"
Intercultural dialogue in education must revolve around a sincere attempt to be open to wider thinking in research and policy-making. 53 All such findings need to be evaluated in the light of Christian anthropology in order to identify common ground and areas for development. For example, it is vital to be aware of the research reports that attempt to explain the common factors in high-performing educational systems and strive to apply these, as appropriate, to Catholic education. While this does not mean that we should fall prey to a form of neo-Pelagianism that sees successful Catholic education as the sum of human actions and competencies, it does encourage a professional mindset that sees value lying beyond our own horizons. All of this leaves room for a marriage between Catholic educational tradition and modern insights into education.
In the Catholic mind, a love of tradition (and its many related traditions) does not mean that we are slaves to fashion or curators of a museum. Blsd. John Henry Newman's An Essay on the Development of Doctrine, first published in the late nineteenth century, proposed seven notes to guide the Church in assessing whether particular doctrinal developments were indeed genuine developments in the Church's understanding of its teaching tradition as opposed to corruptions. 54 The latter was defined in his sixth note as "a development in that very stage in which it ceases to illustrate and begins to disturb, the acquisitions gained in its previous history." 55 Before going further, it is important first to define what is understood by loving the tradition. What tradition is the object of this love? I have referred above to the concept of the Catholic mind-the accumulated wisdom of the Church gleaned from prayerful study of sacred texts and considered reflection on pastoral practice in our communities. This necessarily broad term has, potentially, many subsets in the various spheres of work in which the Church is involved. The body of work known as Catholic social teaching would be one such area. It is suggested here that the term Catholic educational tradition is a suitable descriptor of the impact of the Catholic mind on the Church's teaching on the aims, purposes, and values of education. To be clear, this involves the promotion of education as path to virtue centered on the partnership of faith-reason and underpinned by a robust understanding of Christian anthropology.
At the heart of this position is the professional and ecclesial identity of the universal corps of Catholic teachers. Although it is important for Catholic teachers to be fully involved in the work of secular professional bodies, Catholic teachers retain an ecclesial bond that should energize and give shape to their mission and identity. 56 It is possible to extend this form of language to find ways in which Catholic teachers worldwide can foster a spirituality of communion with those who share their vocation.
For the Catholic teacher to love the tradition is to see the story of Catholic education as part of their own vocational journey. Catholic education has its own amazing story, its own heroes and heroines, some known, many anonymous. The educational legacy of figures such as St. Jean Baptiste de la Salle, St. Ignatius of Loyola, Blsd. Mary Ward, and St. Julie Billiart is testament to a witness that grew from the heart of the Church.
Given the educational challenges facing the Church today, it is perhaps opportune to offer some practical points for considered professional reflection. If we are genuine in our desire to promote confidence in intercultural dialogue, it is increasingly necessary to be challenged from history by the actions of those who share with us a commitment to Catholic education.
• Do contemporary Catholic higher educational institutions strive to walk in the footsteps of those who founded and supported the university system in Europe?
• • Do we recognize the importance of the seminal work of St.
Jean Baptiste de La Salle for teacher education programs? Are we ready to review contemporary processes for teacher formation?
• Do our young people have a working knowledge of the often heroic efforts of religious brothers and sisters in providing educational opportunities to the poor and marginalized wherever they are found? 57 This venerable Catholic educational tradition portrays a Church keen to listen to and learn from other ways of understanding the world. 58 While attempts at dialogue have been more or less successful over the centuries, Catholic schools must continually engage with their own family story in order to make positive contributions to wider debates on education and culture. Indeed, to love the tradition is an indispensable attitude for a Catholic teacher who desires to commit to the promotion of intercultural dialogue. In so doing, the Catholic teacher becomes increasingly immersed in the genealogy of Catholic education and hence more able to apply the lessons of history to con-temporary constructions of Catholic education. In this way of acting, Catholic educational institutions open their doors to people of all religious traditions and, qua Catholic schools, serve as privileged loci of intercultural dialogue.
Concluding Remarks
This article has examined how the Church's educational work can embrace the call for intercultural dialogue. This demanding but laudable enterprise remains an area of challenge. There is need for much discernment and careful thinking with regard to how well we understand the Church's magisterial teaching on education and culture. Drawing on Graham Rossiter's evaluation of culture in the subject of religious education, Catholic students require a systematic teaching of their own religious tradition that offers the intellectual resources to enable them adopt a suitably critical approach to all forms of culture. 59 This is a sine qua non of effective intercultural dialogue. Additionally, the slow-burning fuse of anti-religious feeling in certain Western countries has the potential to complicate the life of the Catholic school. While the present article did not set out to include non-religious viewpoints under the heading of intercultural education, it is legitimate to ask how these processes of dialogue can be portrayed as a good thing if non-religious cultural forces, as we often see, are intent on neutering the religious voice in the public square.
In addressing the questions raised by intercultural dialogue in a Catholic context, this article has suggested that it is necessary to be rooted in, but not restricted by, knowledge of one's own religious tradition. If this is true more generally, it is doubly true for the Catholic school as a place of encounter between a particular religious tradition and other religions. This offers an opportunity for a fruitful and vibrant exchange of insights from religious traditions with a focus on genuine understanding of the lived reality of the other.
The You are of course familiar with the fact, Venerable Brethren, that a remarkably widespread revival of scholarly interest in the sacred liturgy took place towards the end of the last century and has continued through the early years of this one. The movement owed its rise to commendable private initiative and more particularly to the zealous and persistent labor of several monasteries within the distinguished Order of Saint Benedict. Thus there developed in this field among many European nations, and in lands beyond the seas as well, a rivalry as welcome as it was productive of results. Indeed, the salutary fruits of this rivalry among the scholars were plain for all to see, both in the sphere of the sacred sciences, where the liturgical rites of the Western and Eastern Church were made the object of extensive research and profound study, and in the spiritual life of considerable numbers of individual Christians. (4) 41. Second Vatican Council, Sacrosanctum Concilium, 19. 42. "Worship becomes a feast that the community gives itself, a festival of self-affirmation.
Instead of being worship of God, it becomes a circle closed in on itself, eating drinking and making merry." Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger, The Spirit of the Liturgy (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 2000), 23. 43. While a Christian vision of education, rightly, has a focus on the dignity of each human being as a core principle, it necessarily stops short of the fostering of "selfesteem" given the close resemblance to pride, which remains the greatest of all sins. 44. "Nevertheless the liturgy is the summit toward which the activity of the Church is
